Microsatellite instability differences between familial and sporadic ovarian cancers.
DNA instability, reflected in altered patterns of short tandem repeat sequences (microsatellites) in dividing cells, has been described in hereditary non-polyposis colon cancer (HNPCC) and in other tumor types. Ovarian cancer (OC), although most often a sporadic cancer, can recur, with HNPCC, as part of the Lynch cancer family syndrome. In an investigation of microsatellite instability (MIN) in 90 OC cases, we found MIN in 3/28 (11%) OC cases with, and 8/62 (13%) without, a family history of cancer. For 2/3 MIN+ OC cases with family cancer history consistent with the Lynch cancer family syndrome, we found additional bands in the microsatellite patterns in tumor versus normal tissue (HNPCC-type of MIN), but no germline mutations in two DNA mismatch repair genes, hMSH2 and hMLH1. In 7/8 MIN+ sporadic OC cases distinct MIN patterns not commonly reported in HNPCC were found. These are characterized by partial or total band shifting, leading to fewer bands and/or changes in the intensity of individual bands restricted to the tumor. In only one case was a germline change in hMSH2 or hMLH1 identified: this was subsequently found to be a polymorphism. An apparent hMLH1 somatic change confined to the tumor was found in another case. The fact that we found no germline pathologic mutations in hMSH2 and hMLH1 (predominant sites of mutation in HNPCC) in MIN+ OC cases, suggests that the genetic basis of MIN in OC can be different from that in HNPCC; our finding that distinct microsatellite banding patterns largely distinguish sporadic from familial OC, may reflect the involvement of different DNA repair genes in MIN in individual OC cases.